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the indian institute of foreign trade (iift),
hyderabad received a new product export

award in the export excellence
awards-2018 held recently. this was for the

bangalore university bca certificate iv in
business studies. pavan kumr.l (vi sem

bca) of bangalore university is the recipient
of the kiit excellence in higher education
award for 2019. the award was given to

him by kiit school of social sciences,
bangalore and the national council for

teachers education (ncte), new delhi. the
award function was held on 7th february,
2019. the vision of bangalore university is

to be a world class university, which
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engenders ‘global responsiveness,
research excellence and social justice.’ the

university strives to serve society by
developing interdisciplinary learning and
research by equipping the student with

needed knowledge and skills to understand
the contemporary world. the university
strongly believes in the power of the

student-university partnership in
transforming the society and creating a

better world. it places a special emphasis
on technology and preserving the

traditional values. the university currently
awards the highest qualification certificate,
master of philosophy ( m.phil) and doctor

of philosophy (phd) in each of its
disciplines except education. the university

also offers the following academic
programmes: mba, pg diploma and

graduate diploma. moreover, it provides a
variety of business management courses at

the undergraduate level and an
autonomous institute of management
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studies (ims) as well as six postgraduate
centres at kolar, halasuru, hosur,

rudrapuram, hebbagilu and marathahalli.
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the university allows maximum three years
to apply after you have completed your

masters degree for admission into the bca
programs. prior to that you must have a
minimum 55% in your bachelor’s degree

and an aggregate of at least 50% marks in
the qualifying exam. you should have at
least 40% in both subjects, mathematics

and english (in case of integrated
programmes). there are no restrictions for

sc/st candidates, they can apply to bca
programmes of the university after fulfilling
the same eligibility conditions. the duration

of the course is generally of 3 years (or
maximum 5 years for an integrated b.sc).

the online application process for
admission to the b.sc. program starts from
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the end of october every year and the
process ends at the end of march. other

details regarding the application are listed
below: the university has stipulated that

there should be a minimum of 40 marks in
the subject paper and 60 marks in the two
papers with the university. additionally, a

non-refundable fee of rs.400 is mandatory.
normally, the university offers half-

payment of the fee in the application
process at the time of registration.

bangalore university also conducts a pre-
registration counselling stage at the

beginning of the academic session for
applicants who are not among the eligible
students. the counselling process starts as

soon as the university releases the
provisional omnibus merit list and ends at

the end of december. the counselling
process consists of two sets of counselling
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